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Abstract—This paper introduces a preliminary result of a crosscultural study on the facial regions as cues to recognize virtual
agents’ facial expressions. We believe providing research results
on the perception of cartoonish virtual agents’ facial expressions
to HRI research community is meaningful in order to minimize
the effort to develop robot’s facial expressions. The result implies
1) the mouth region is more effective in conveying the emotions of
the facial expressions than the eye region, 2) there are cultural
differences in using facial regions as cues to recognize cartoonish
facial expressions between Hungary and Japan.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Humanoid robots are increasing their importance and
attention both in our everyday lives and in HRI research. Nonverbal behaviors, especially facial expressions, of humanoid
robots take an important role in better human-robot interaction
as they do in human-human interaction [1, 2]; however,
creating facial expressions of robots requires complex
mechanical movements. Most current humanoid robots have
either mechanical or cartoonish faces with limited expressions
[1, 2, 3] when their research focus is not on increasing realism
of a humanoid robot [4] but on improving human-robot
interaction. We believe providing research results on the
perception of cartoonish virtual agents’ facial expressions to
HRI research community is meaningful in order to minimize
the effort to develop robot’s facial expressions. In this paper,
we introduce an early result of a cross-cultural study on the
facial regions as cues to recognize virtual agents’ facial
expressions.
Ruttkay addresses the importance of designing facial
expressions for virtual agents with a specific culture [5]. Crosscultural study on recognition of avatar facial expressions drawn
by Asian and Western designers suggested there are cultural
differences in recognizing avatar’s facial expressions [6]. Yuki
et al.’s study using emoticons and photorealistic human facial
images suggests Americans tend to interpret emotions based on
the mouth, while Japanese tend to focus on the eyes [7].
Research on human eye movements to interpret photo realistic
human facial expressions shows East Asian participants in the
study focused mostly on the eyes, but those from the West
scanned the whole face [8].

Inspired by [6, 7], this study uses cartoonish avatar faces to
find cultural differences in using eyes and mouth as cues to
recognize facial expressions between Hungary and Japan.
II.

EXPERIMENT

A. Design of Facial Expressions
Japanese designers designed three avatar faces, each with
three facial expressions, namely, neutral, happy, and sad, by
using CharToon [9], a design and animation tool for 2D
cartoon faces. The three facial expressions followed FACS [10],
and were pre-evaluated to make sure they convey the intended
emotions (higher than 90% recognition accuracy). We then
created 6 static expressions per avatar design by combining the
eyes and mouths. The six combinations are “happy eyes and
neutral mouth”, “happy eyes and sad mouth”, “sad eyes and
happy mouth”, “sad eyes and neutral mouth”, “neutral eyes and
happy mouth”, and “neutral eyes and sad mouth”. The total
number of combined facial expressions is 18 (6 expressions x 3
avatars). Figure 1 shows examples of “sad eyes and happy
mouth” and “happy eyes and sad mouth” expressions.
Next, we created 18 animations that start from the neutral
expression of each avatar design and end with one of the
combined expressions. Each animation lasts for 4 seconds, one
second for the neutral expression, two seconds for the transition,
and one second for the final expression.
B. Experiment Procedure
The experiment is being conducted on the web since
December 2009. The 18 animations are shown using Adobe
Flash Player. Subjects were asked to watch each animation that
is shown randomly, and evaluate perceived emotions of the
final expression of each animation using a 6-point Likert scale
(6: very happy - 1: very sad).
Fifty-four Japanese and 21 Hungarian subjects participated
in the experiment by invitation. The subjects reside in their
native country and don’t have experiences in living in Western
countries (for Japanese) or Asian countries (for Hungarian).

the eye region in the pre-evaluation test had 90% accuracy, we
should be more careful in designing eyes when they are used
solely apart from other facial regions. Further study should use
wide variety of designs from both countries.

Ratings (1: very sad - 6: very happy
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Figure 1. Examples of combined facial expression (left: “sad eyes and happy
mouth” , right: “happy eyes and sad mouth”)

III.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The subjects’ answers of perceived emotions (6 point
happy-sad scale) are shown in Figure 2. The combined
expressions are categorized into four categories, “Happy_Eyes
(HE)”, “Sad_Eyes (SE)”, “Happy_Mouth (HM)”, and
“Sad_Mouth (SM)” by focusing on the shape of either the eye
region or the mouth region. For example, the HE category
includes “happy eyes and neutral mouth” and “happy eyes and
sad mouth” expressions.
Firstly, we focus on the answers by facial categories (HE,
SE, HM, and SM) regardless of the country. As shown in
Figure 2, the HE category rated as happiest and the SM
category as saddest in any other categories by both countries.
The eye region (HE and SE) did not convey the intended
emotions as effectively as the mouth region (HM and SM) did.
Secondly, we focus on the answers between Hungary and
Japan. Japanese rated the HE category as significantly happier
than Hungarians regardless of the shape of the mouth
(Hungary=2.60 (n=21), Japan=2.99 (n=54), p<0.01). While
Hungarians rated the SM category as significantly sadder than
Japanese regardless of the shape of the eyes (Hungary=2.40,
Japan=2.62, p<0.01). There were no significant differences in
the rating of the SE category (Hungary=3.51, Japan=3.31,
p=0.11), and the HM category (Hungary=4.76, Japan=4.87,
p=0.17).
In conclusion, the above results imply overall tendencies
that the mouth region is more effective in conveying the
emotions of the facial expressions than the eye region in the
cartoonish faces used in this experiment. Cultural differences
are found in expressions with “happy eyes” and “sad mouth” in
the same direction as indicated in [7, 8]. The Japanese subjects
reacted more dynamically toward happiness to the shapes of
the eyes in “happy eyes”, while Hungarians toward sadness on
the shapes of the mouth in “sad mouth”. However, data
gathering and analysis of the web experiment is still in progress.
Thus, we would like to hold our conclusion until we complete
our data analysis with more balanced number of subjects from
Hungary.
In addition to cultural differences, the result suggests
important design issues. The current result that “happy eyes”
are rated as “less happier” than “sad eyes” indicates that the
“happy eyes” should be more carefully designed. Although
perceived emotions of the “happy eyes” using static images of
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Figure 2. Perceived emotions of combined expresions (The scale indicates 1:
very sad to 6: very happy. Number of subjects: Japan (n=54) , Hungay (n=21).
** indicates p<0.01)
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